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President Kaczyński
meets NATO Chief
A March 14 article on the Xinhau
People’s Daily in China reports, Polish
President Lech Kaczyński met on
Thursday with visiting NATO secretary
general Jaap de Hoop Scheffer.
Their talks focused on the approaching
NATO summit in Bucharest and the
granting of a Membership Action Plan to
three Baltic countries, Ukraine and
Georgia, Polish news agency PAP
reported.
Kaczyński stressed that NATO’s opendoor policy was a guarantee of European
stability and safety.
Scheffer thanked Kaczyński for his role
in ensuring stability and democracy in
east Europe and Poland’s involvement in
the operation of the NATO-led
International Security Assistance Force in
Afghanistan.
Schaffer said the Bucharest meeting will
“be a big event,” and he also voiced
pleasure at Russian President Vladimir
Putin’s attendance.
Schaffer noted, however, that the talks
with Putin could be difficult as there were
“numerous contending issues between
Russia and NATO.” As examples he
named Kosovo, NATO enlargement and
the U.S. anti-missile shield. ❒
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Poland promises to
support Ukraine’s
NATO, EU bid
A March 14 article from TheEarthTimes
website reports from Warsaw that Poland
will continue to support Ukraine in its
efforts to join the European Union and
NATO,
Poland’s
President
Lech
Kaczyński said Friday after meeting with
his
Ukrainian
counterpart
Viktor
Yushchenko in Warsaw. “We are resolute
in this matter,” Kaczyński said, calling
Ukraine Poland’s “strategic partner.”
The Polish president said his country
would undertake “concrete steps” at the
NATO summit scheduled for Bucharest
on April 2-4 to support Ukraine’s
membership of the military bloc.
No agreement on the issue was reached
at a meeting of 26 NATO foreign
ministers in Brussels in early March.
Poland will also support Ukraine in
trying to join the European Union “but
here we have more time,” the Polish
president said.
It is important that Poland - already a
NATO and EU member - can forge ahead
on the path Ukraine wants to take,
Yushchenko said. ❒

Poland agrees to ease controls
along Ukrainian border
An article in the YHIAH News Agency
reports the foreign ministers of Poland
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and Ukraine initialed an agreement in
Warsaw allowing visa-free passage for the
two countries` residents along their
border.
Speaking to the press after the signing,
Poland`s
Radosław
Sikorski
and
Ukraine`s Wolodymyr Ohryzko said they
hoped the agreement would be accepted
by the European Commission by the end
of March.
Seen “realistically,” the first visa-free
border crossing would take place in the
summer, Sikorski said.
Poland is a member of the Schengen
agreement which allows visa- free traffic
between members, while Ukraine is not.
Visa-free traffic between the two
countries ended when Poland joined the
Schengen region on December 21.
The staunch in the flow triggered
protests, particularly among inhabitants of
the border areas involved in the trade of
Polish liquor and cigarettes.
Under
the
proposed
agreement,
Ukrainians and Poles living up to 50
kilometers from each side of the border
could travel to the other country with a
special permit valid for two years and
allowing unbroken residence for 60 days.
According to Polish Foreign Ministry
estimates, around 1.5 million Ukrainians
are eligible for the permits.
Further, Sikorski assured his Ukrainian
colleague of Poland’s support of
Ukrainian advances toward the North
Atlantic Treaty Organization and the
European Union, saying that the Ukraine
was a strategic partner for Poland. ❒
__________

Georgian president sees
chance for NATO
membership
A March 3 Associated Press article from
Warsaw, Poland reports that Georgian
President Mikhail Saakashvili said
Monday that he views the upcoming
NATO summit as a chance for his country
to be selected for membership in the
alliance.
Saakashvili said that was one reason
why he was making a two-day visit to
Poland - to drum up support for the
former Soviet republic’s membership in
the North Atlantic Treaty Organization.
“There is a chance for Georgia and
Ukraine to become official candidates for
NATO members,” during the NATO
summit in early April, Saakashvili told a
news conference after meeting with Polish
President Lech Kaczyński.
Saakashvili said the time before the
April 2-4 summit in Bucharest, Romania,
will be spent meeting with officials from
important NATO countries, including
U.S. President George W. Bush, to rally
support for Georgian membership.
Kaczyński said Poland, itself a NATO
member, supports Georgia’s aspirations to
join both NATO and the 27-nation
European Union. ❒
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killed in the gas chambers.
Those left behind were executed, with
some 2,000 Jews killed. By the end of
World War II, just 3,000 Jews who lived
in the ghetto survived.
On Sunday March 16 about 25 survivors
- some returning to Poland for the first
time since the war’s end - will march
through the Podgorze district in Krakow
to the grounds of the former camp in
Plaszow where around 8,000 people,
including Poles, perished during the war.
Just 60 of the Jews Schindler saved are
alive and a dozen are expected for the
march, said Andrzej Skotnicki, who
helped bring back Schindler’s Jews for the
anniversary events and recently published
a book on Jews from Krakow that were
saved by Schindler.
“They lost many
members of their families, so its not easy
for them,” Skotnicki told The Associated
Press.
The Płaszó camp was the setting for
Steven Spielberg’s 1993 Oscar-winning
film “Schindler’s List,” which chronicled
the German businessman’s efforts to
shield more than 1,000 Jews from Nazi
death camps by hiring them to work in his
Krakow factory.
Since the release of Spielberg’s film,
tourists to Krakow have sought out the
place where Schindler kept the emaciated,
frostbitten Jews, claiming their work was
essential to the survival of his metal
works factory, where prisoners produced
enameled pots and pans.
Schindler spent his fortune feeding the
Jews he saved. After the war, he
emigrated to Argentina with his wife,
Emilie, but returned to Germany in 1958
where he died in 1974. He was buried in
Jerusalem at his own request. ❒

__________

Jews marking end of
Krakow’s WWII ghetto
A March 12 article in the Macon.com
website by Associated Press Writer
Wojciech Galon reports from Warsaw,
Poland --About two dozen Holocaust
survivors, including some saved by
German industrialist Oskar Schindler, will
mark the 65th anniversary of the Nazi’s
liquidation of the Jewish ghetto in
Krakow.
In just two days in March 1943, German
soldiers emptied the ghetto of its
estimated 16,000 Jewish residents,
shipping them to a forced-labor camp in
nearby Plaszow and to the AuschwitzBirkenau death camp, where most were
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